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Pain one:  
The hybrid workforce 49%

Nearly half (49%) of U.S. 
workers say they are likely 
to leave their current job if 
they’re unhappy or frustrated 
with the technology they use 
at work.2

The workplace has rapidly evolved, and with it, employee 
expectations. Organizations are pivoting to deliver 
digital‑first and connected experiences to retain 
talent. But despite these changes and the challenges 
they present, employers and employees alike should 
understand these are also key opportunities for 
collaboration, learning, and growth. Therefore, it’s critical 
for employers to adopt the right collaboration tools and 
technologies (in addition to updating their BYOD and 
remote work policies) to support employee expectations 
for a hybrid work model.

Just 55% say their current company’s technology  
is better than at other places they have worked.1 
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Pain two:  
Evolving ownership  
of responsibilities

Mobile‑optimized file sharing solutions 
provide freedom of movement as well as 
offer the ability to address urgent events 
as they happen.

As a business grows, so too do the 
responsibilities of its employees. 

Given enough growth, there’s eventually work for 
even more employees. This cycle seems simple, 
but in practice, responsibilities rarely split evenly  
or naturally.

When new employees come on board, they may 
come into conflict with established workers who 
feel ownership over responsibilities that the new 
employees are taking over. 

To avoid territorialism or duplicative efforts, 
managers need to ensure that role responsibilities 
are clearly defined.  

Managers can effectively delegate tasks by 
circulating up‑to‑date job descriptions, encouraging 
workers to ask questions, and getting regular 
feedback from employees. To accomplish these 
tasks efficiently and effectively, managers need 
technology that lets them do so from anywhere. 
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Pain three:  
New processes and workflows
As your company expands, you need new ways to communicate, 
new workflows to maintain productivity, and new processes for 
solving business challenges.

Unfortunately, your employees may be resistant to change. 
Workers may have been burned by new company technology  
in the past, they may fear losing control, or they may just be 
stuck in a series of long‑held habits.

This is where communication and training can 
really help.
Before implementing any new process or workflow, make sure 
everyone understands why the change is occuring and how it will 
improve productivity and efficiency. Communication and initial 
training is critical here, so everyone can easily see why it needs  
to happen. 

Once you’ve begun to make changes, ease these workers into 
new workflows by fostering a sense of ownership—ask them 
what could be improved and how they would go about doing so. 
Use their ideas. When a worker sees their suggestion in action, 
they’ll be an advocate rather than a detractor.

68%
Percentage of people  
who feel supported in 
their efforts to adapt to  
organizational changes.3 
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Pain four: Space
Employee well‑being is now just as important  
as productivity.

Let’s face it, traditional office layouts no longer work for growing 
businesses or their employees. What used to be “your space” 
might have been converted to “shared space.” And with more 
employees to manage, it’s crucial that executives find a solution 
that keeps every team member productive and comfortable. 

Consider continuing hybrid work or remote options  
for your team.

A flexible work environment might be the ideal solution, and it 
has bottom‑line benefits as well. Allow workers to do their jobs 
from where they want, while leveraging valuable office space  
for key meetings, company‑wide events, or simply opportunities 
to bond and connect with co‑workers. 

While working remotely, teams can use collaborative technology 
to share documents, hold conferences, chat, and complete 
tasks—just like they used to when working in the office.

Businesses that allow employees to work 
remotely part time could save around $11,000 
per year in overhead.4
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Pain five:  
Transparency

90%
of job seekers say that 
it’s important to work 
for a company that 
embraces transparency. 

Managers of burgeoning businesses may look 
back fondly on the days when they only had  
to manage a handful of employees. Back then, 
it was easy to keep tabs on everyone’s progress,  
give guidance where needed, and address any 
rising concerns.

Today, these managers can’t look out over their 
one room of employees—in a hybrid world, their 
workforce could be located anywhere, which 
makes the communication and transparencies 
around process, approvals, and documents 
more important than ever.

As your hybrid workforce grows, the more 
opaque it becomes. To regain some of the 
transparency that managers previously enjoyed, 
an easy‑to‑use collaborative solution is needed.

Even when employees work 
remotely, file sharing technology 
gives managers transparency into 
how their teams function.
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A growing team is a good thing.
With the right file sharing technology on your side, you’ll gain improved 
productivity, efficiency, and creativity from your workers.

Although some members of your teams may be hesitant to rely on new processes 
and workflows, the right training—and the right attitude—can help them come 
around to the new methods.

Collaboration is the key to success, just as a good snack selection is the key to a 
good company training session.

Visit sharefile.com to learn more.

With dependable 
technology from 
Citrix, your business 
can move past the 
growing pains and 
into a new age of 
prosperity.
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